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JOURNAL ARTICLES

Published


Forthcoming


PSSP WORKING PAPERS COMPLETED (available on IFPRI website)


• PSSP Working Paper 015: "Allocative inefficiency and farm-level constraints in irrigated agriculture in Pakistan" by Sanval Nasim, Ariel Dinar and Steven Helfand. December 2014 (also, circulating as UC-Riverside Water Science and Policy Center Working Paper 02-1113)


• PSSP Working Paper 012: "Analyses of selected heavy metals and aflatoxin M1 in milk for human consumption in Jhang city, Pakistan" by Muhammad Younus, Tariq Abbas, Muhammad Kamran Rafique, Muhammad Sajid and Muhammad Jabbar. December 2013

• PSSP Working Paper 011: "Collection and Marketing of High Value Medicinal and Aromatic Plants from District Swat, Pakistan" by Hassan Sher. November 2013